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+60143049799 - https://www.facebook.com/tiffzcoffee/

A comprehensive menu of Tiffz Coffee Gallery from Alor Setar covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found
here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Tiffz Coffee Gallery:
highly recommended! in the grunde a caffeine in the small town. I'm out of selangor and I'm especially eating and

drinking with my. this caffeine has set a new high in my cafe hopping list. they can really order their main thing,
dessert to drink without even having fear the feeling on a landmine 踩struc.) very cheap with the amount of food
they put on their food and latte presentation. rm 15 for so amazing latte art... read more. What Brenda C doesn't

like about Tiffz Coffee Gallery:
Its a very noisy place. I hv been to this place twice n its the same. I would suggest the owner to install better

noise absortion panels to improve its ambience. Nevertheless the food is nice ... waited 30min. read more. If you
feel like a dessert, you should visit Tiffz Coffee Gallery because they have delicious desserts that will surely
satisfy the sweet-tooth in you, For you, the menus are normally prepared fast and fresh. The burgers of this

restaurant are among the highlights and are usually served with filling sides such as chips, salads or wedges, On
the daily specials there are also several Asian dishes.
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Appet�er
TEMPURA

Desser�
MATCHA

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Drink�
DRINKS

Plate� Brunc�
WAFFLE

Coffe�
COFFEE

MATCHA LATTE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

HALAL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

ICE CREAM

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MILK

SAUSAGE

BEANS
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 11:00-22:00
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Wednesday 11:00-22:00
Thursday 11:00-22:00
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